Debate

Google Glass: Revolutionary Innovation or Privacy Nightmare?

**ISSUE: Will Google Glass make it easier for privacy violations and cheating to occur?**

Google Glass, Google’s new product introduction, was designed so that a person can have their eyes, hands, and ears free, maintain a natural body posture, and still remain technologically connected. Google Glass has many of the functions that other mobile devices possess, including text messaging, videos, picture taking, weather and traffic updates, Google Maps, and translation features. The translation feature can be particularly helpful. If you want to know how a certain word is said in another language, you can ask Google Glass and it will tell you the translation. In addition, if you are in a foreign country or speaking to someone using a different language, Google Glass can translate what the other person is saying in real time and tell you how to respond in the person’s native language.

The video conferencing feature is another powerful component of Google Glass. With this feature, you can keep friends and family members apprised of what is going on in real time. For example, if you are seeing a beautiful sight or a once-in-a-lifetime event and want to share it with a loved one, a simple conference call to that person enables the two of you to watch it. While conference calling and face time features are not new, the way that Google Glass captures the moment mirrors a more real experience rather than a technological one. Google Glass is convenient and helps connect consumers to one another.

Those who have used Google Glass say that it is an intriguing invention and can be useful to those in highly specialized fields. However, there are challenges involved with using Google Glass among the general public. In the past, Google has faced many privacy issues with their products. Google Glass is no exception. In fact, some stakeholders believe Google Glass is going to cause some of the most serious privacy violations. For example, some parents worry that predatory individuals could take pictures of their children without their knowledge. Cheating is also a potential issue. A student might be able to check answers to a test by going to the restroom and whipping out his or her Google Glass. Several establishments such as schools, bars, and gyms have banned the device because of its potential for misuse. Another concern is that it could be a safety hazard while walking and driving.

There are two sides to every issue:

1. Although Google Glass could be misused, its benefits are far greater than the costs.
2. Google Glass can be easily misused and will cause a number of serious problems.
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